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THE RAID ON LUBECK

Our bombers did great destruction at Lubeck last night. The reports
of all crew's were very optimistic and photographs taken during the bombing
bear out their claims.

This Baltic seaport has important shipbuilding yards where submarines as

well as surface vessels are constructed. It is also a training centre for

submarine crews.

As a seaport where many railways and inland waterways join, Lubeck handles

a great volume of traffic between Germany and Scandinavia especially the

supplies of iron ore and other ram materials for the central German industrial

area.

It is also used for the despatch of military supplies to Norway, Finland

and the Northern Russian front.

The port was attacked just before the ice on the waterways was due to melt.

Last night our crews saw the mater still frozen over and observed the channels

which had been cut by ice breakers.

It is very probable that ships and stores have been accumulated in great

quantities at Lubeck during the winter, ready to cross the Baltic as soon as the

route is clear.

The main city of Lubeck, which is 13 miles up river from the Baltic coast

and lies at the meeting of the rivers Trave and Wakenitz, is on a river island

around which are the principal harbours and quays.

All crews' reports agree that the fires, in and around the main city area,

were of great violence and size. They spread very rapidly.

Soon after the beginning of the attack, at about 10.30 p.m. one crew

reported there were only a few small fires; 20 minutes later there were reports

that the fires seemed to have spread right across the island.

After the first rave of bombers had done their work navigation was easy;

not only was the air very clear and the moon almost full, but the fires of Lubeck

could be seen from very many miles away.

A number of heavy bombs mere dropped and these exploded with volcanic

effect in the midst of the fires, but the bursts of the medium-sized bombs mere

sometimes lost in the confusion of flames. A heavy cloud of smoke lay over the

town and drifted slowly for miles across the country side.

A large number of night photographs were taken during the attack. They

have not yet all been examined nor is it possible yet to assess the full extent

of the damage. But a preliminary report of them confirms that there were a

great number of very extensive fires in the area of the city and among the docks

and warehouses round it.

One photograph shows nothing but a white area where the tracts of fires Lave

bleached the whole film except for a corner where the ground detail enables the

photograph to be plotted. Other photographs show dense clouds of smoko coming

from the fires.

Over the north sea a Stirling shot down a Ju 88. The British crew saw

the Ju. fall in flames and break up when it hit the sea.


